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A B S T R A C T   

Microalgae have been remarkably taken into account due to their wide applications in the bio-
pharmaceutical, nutraceutical and bio-energy fields. However, contamination of microalgae with 
bacteria still appears to be a concern, adversely impacting products’ quality and process effi-
ciency. Microalgae decontamination with conventional techniques is usually expensive and time- 
consuming. Moreover, damage to microalgae cells is highly possible. Asymmetric contraction- 
expansion microchannels (Asym-CEMCs) are promising passive microfluidic devices that can 
overcome conventional techniques’ drawbacks with their standing-out features. However, the 
flexibility of Asym-CEMCs performance arising from their various tunable geometrical parameters 
results in the fact that their performance for separating a target particle cannot be predicted 
without an investigation. In this work, for the first time, Asym-CEMCs were numerically studied 
for the removal of a very conventional bacteria, B. subtilis (1 μm), from one of the most popular 
microalgae, C. vulgaris (5.7 μm). The influences of the microchannel aspect ratio, length and 
width ratios of the expansion-to-contraction zones, and the total flow rate on the separation 
resolution and focusing width of the particles were investigated by a 3D numerical model. The 
aspect ratio had the strongest influence on the Asym-CEMC performance, however, the length 
ratio had no considerable effect on the results. A decrease in the aspect ratio augmented the shear- 
induced lift force and Dean drag force, leading to a significant separation resolution improve-
ment. Microalgae decontamination was also enhanced by an increase in the total flow rate and 
expansion-to-contraction width ratio. Finally, a locally optimized Asym-CEMC with an aspect 
ratio of one and expansion-to-contraction width and length ratios of 4.7 and 2.07, respectively, 
was proposed, leading to complete microalgae decontamination with a high normalized separa-
tion resolution of 0.6. In a word, Asym-CEMCs with tailored dimensions are promising for suc-
cessfully decontaminating microalgae from bacteria.   

1. Introduction 

Microalgae are microscopic unicellular algae existing in marine systems and even freshwater and have been used in many ap-
plications such as biofuel production [1], wastewater treatment [2], health products [3], formulation of foods [4] and fertilizers [5]. 
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Microalgae represent an enormous biodiversity, however, C. vulgaris microalga has been taken into notable consideration due to its 
wide range of applications [6]. The rigid cell wall of C. vulgaris remarkably protects it from harsh environments. Besides, its growth rate 
can simply be controlled by regulating different growth factors. The mentioned facts have made C. vulgaris microalga an ideal 
candidate to be used in a wide range of processes [6]. 

One of the main issues in using microalgae for different applications is bacteria contamination. This may happen during cultivation 
and collection processes mostly in open and semi-open microalgae cultivation methods such as raceway ponds [7]. Bacteria 
contamination negatively impacts the quality and production efficiency of final microalgae-based products. Among different bacteria, 
B. subtilis is a conventional source of contamination [8] that can be found in numerous sources such as soil. 

Some of the most conventional purification techniques for removing bacteria from microalgae are centrifugation [9], micro-
pipetting [10] and fluorescence activated cell sorting (FACS) [11]. The conventional methods have some drawbacks such as high cost, 
cell damage and time-consuming laboratory procedures in some cases [8]. To deal with the disadvantages of conventional techniques, 
microfluidics has been used as an emerging new technology for separation and purification processes from molecular [12–14] to 
microparticle scale [15–17]. 

Microfluidic particle separation techniques are categorized into active and passive methods [16]. In active microfluidic techniques, 
particles are separated by utilizing an external force that is relevant to the intrinsic properties of particles, e.g., electrical, optical and 
acoustic properties. Magnetophoresis [18], dielectrophoresis [19], acoustophoresis [20], and optical-force based [21] are among the 
main active microfluidic methods used for particle separation. On the other hand, passive techniques merely take advantage of the 
physical properties of particles, e.g., size, shape and density. This makes passive techniques simpler to employ for particle separation, 
as compared to the active methods. Passive techniques include pinch flow fractionation (PFF) [22], deterministic lateral displacement 
(DLD) [23] and inertial [24] techniques. 

Among different passive techniques, inertial-based microfluidic devices are often preferred due to their simplicity, low cost and 
high throughput. Particles in inertial-based systems are separated based on the distinct focusing behavior of particles resulting from 
competition between the main forces, which are drag and lift forces. A wide range of microstructures have been used in inertial 
microfluidic devices including straight, spiral, contraction-expansion and serpentine microchannels [25]. Contraction-expansion 
microchannels (CEMCs) have been widely taken into consideration due to their flexible geometrical parameters, resulting in versa-
tile functions for various purposes. 

CEMCs can be mainly categorized into symmetric and asymmetric patterns based on the symmetry of the cavities. In a symmetric 
CEMC (Sym-CEMC), the focusing positions of the particles are also symmetric. However, in an asymmetric CEMC (Asym-CEMC), the 
velocity field is not symmetric, leading to different states of particle trajectories that can be adjusted by tuning the geometrical pa-
rameters of Asym-CEMCs. Due to this, there is a greater variety of structures, i.e., a more flexible performance, of Asym-CEMCs 
compared to that of Sym-CEMCs. 

Asym-CEMCs were first used by Lee et al. [15] to focus human red blood cells. They then utilized the same geometric concept for 
blood plasma separation, resulting in a separation yield of 62.2% [26]. They further used Asym-CEMCs for label-free isolation of 
MCF-7 cancer cells from whole blood [27]. A cancer cell recovery rate of 99.1% could be achieved by adjusting the total flow rate [27]. 
Shin et al. [28] employed an Asym-CEMC to separate MCF-7 cancer cells from U937 lymphoma cells with an average size of 28.13 and 
13.29 μm, respectively. A target cell recovery rate of 96.7% could be attained. Kim et al. [29] employed an Asym-CEMC to separate 
C. vulgaris microalga with an average diameter of 5.7 μm from H.pulvialis microalga having an average diameter of 24.8 μm. The widths 
of the contraction and expansion units of the employed microchannel were 100 and 450 μm, respectively, while the whole micro-
channel had a height of 80 μm. They successfully achieved a purity of 97.9% for C. vulgaris and 94.9% for H.pulvialis microalga at the 
device outlet. Zhu et al. [30] studied the focusing patterns of polystyrene particles in an Asym-CEMC. The particle sizes of 10, 15 and 
20 μm were used to simulate human blood cells and cancer cells. The 15 and 20 μm particles could be ideally focused by adjusting the 
expansion region dimensions and Reynolds number, however, the particles of 10 μm were focused in a wide band. Recently, Wang et al. 
[17] proposed a 2D numerical model to study the trajectories of the 4.8 μm particles in an Asym-CEMC with triangular cavities. The 
microchannel feed was polyethylene oxide solutions with different concentrations to provide viscoelastic fluid behavior. They reported 
that the lateral migration rate of the particles was proportional to the total flow rate and inversely proportional to the polyethylene 
oxide concentration. 

There is still a lively interest in studying Asym-CEMCs to understand their performance in focusing different target particles [17, 
29–33]. Flexible performance of Asym-CEMCs due to several tunable geometrical parameters results in the fact that their performance 
for a specific application cannot be predicted without an investigation. In other words, for each application of an Asym-CEMC, it is 
essential to ensure particles of different sizes can be stably focused in a balanced position. To address this issue considering the 
importance of the microalgae decontamination, this work studies separation of a microalga from bacteria within Asym-CEMCs for the 
first time by employing a 3D numerical model. C. vulgaris and B. subtilis were selected as the model microalga and bacteria, respec-
tively, concerning what was mentioned in the first part of this section. The size of B. subtilis is ~1 μm [8,34] which is at the limit of the 
submicron range, thus, focusing them in a narrow band through a passive inertial microfluidic device can be challenging. This can 
augment the necessity of the present study. 

To find the geometrical parameters of an Asym-CEMC effectively influencing the focusing behavior of the mentioned particles, a 
comprehensive analysis was done by implementing the design of experiment (DOE) approach. The contraction-to-expansion length 
and width ratios and channel aspect ratio were investigated as the geometrical parameters. The total flow rate was also studied as a key 
operating parameter. To track the particles along the Asym-CEMC and analyze their focusing pattern, a Lagrangian particle tracing 
coupled with externally imported lift force data was developed and utilized. Finally, a locally optimized Asym-CEMC for removing 
bacteria from microalgae was proposed. 
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2. Physics and governing equations 

The main forces exerted on the particles passing through an inertial microchannel are the viscous drag force and inertial lift force 
which are presented schematically in Fig. 1 as FD and FL, respectively. The viscous drag force affects particles in the whole micro-
channel, while, particles are influenced by the inertial lift force mainly as they pass through a contraction region. 

The main feature of an Asym-CEMC is the formation of two counter-rotating vortices stemming from the sudden change of cross- 
section. These vortices result in a secondary flow, known as Dean flow, in the cross-section of the microchannel, as illustrated in Fig. 1. 
The Dean flow leads to the Dean drag force, aiding the particles focusing in the microchannel and improves the efficiency of the 
inertial-based microfluidic particle separation [35]. The Dean flow magnitude is affected directly by the Reynolds number and 
reversely by the channel (or streamline) curvature [36,37]. 

In this work, the Oseen’s correction to the Stocks drag equation, presented as Eq. (1), was used to determine the viscous drag force. 
Oseen [38] made a modification to the Stocks drag equation to partially include the convective acceleration of spherical particles in a 
viscous, incompressible and laminar fluid flow. 

FD = 6πμau
(

1+
3
8

Rep

)

(1)  

where μ, a, u and Rep are the fluid viscosity, radius of particles, fluid velocity and particle’s Reynolds number, respectively. Rep is 
defined as Rep =ρu’a/μ, where u’ is the relative velocity of the particle to the fluid and ρ is the fluid density. 

The inertial lift force (FL) acting on a spherical particle was calculated by Eq. (2) [39]. 

FL =CL
(
ρa4G

)
=CL

(
ρa4Uf

L

)

(2)  

where CL and G are the lift coefficient and local shear rate, respectively. The value of G can be approximately expressed as Uf/L where 
Uf and L are the average fluid velocity and characteristic length of the microchannel, respectively. L can be either the height or width of 
the microchannel based on the direction of the lift force being determined. 

Pressure gradient force (FPG) and virtual mass force (FVM) are other forces being exerted on the particles and were determined by 
Eqs. (3) and (4), respectively. FPG appears when there is a pressure difference across the particle surface. FVM is the inertia added to a 
system since an accelerating or decelerating body must move a particular volume of encompassing fluid as it moves through it. 

FPG =
ρp

ρ
(
up
→∇ u→

)
(3)  

FVG =
1
2

ρ
ρp

d
(

u→− up
→)

dt
(4)  

where ρp, uP
̅→ , and u→ are particle density, particle velocity vector, and fluid velocity vector, respectively. The Navier-Stocks equations 

(Eq. 5) and the continuity equation (Eq. 6) were solved to determine the velocity field for an incompressible Newtonian fluid flow. 

ρ ∂ u→

∂t
+ ρ( u→.∇) u→= − ∇P + μ∇2 u→ (5) 

Fig. 1. The schematic of the main forces exerting on the particles passing an Asym-CEMC. W1 and W2 are the inner and outer walls of the Asym- 
CEMC, respectively. 
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∇. u→= 0 (6) 

Newton’s second law (Eq. (7)) was also solved for each particle by considering the aforementioned forces exerted on the particles. It 
should be mentioned that Magnus force (rotation-induced lift force) and Saffman force (slip-shear induced lift force) are other hy-
drodynamic forces that exist in the microchannel, however, they can be ignored as they are insignificant compared to the above- 
mentioned forces [24]. 

mp
dup
→

dt
=FD +FL +FPG + FVM (7)  

where mp is the particle mass. To predict the trajectory of particles, Lagrangian particle tracing was considered and Eq. (7) was solved. 
The inertial force data obtained from previously-developed machine learning-assisted method were coupled with the Lagrangian 
particle tracing to predict the focusing behavior of the particles in the Asym-CEMC. 

The direct numerical simulation (DNS) method has been used by several scholars to estimate CL in Eq. (2) [40]. For this purpose, the 
DNS method solves the Navier-Stocks equations (Eq. 5) coupled with the particle motions equation (Eq. 7). The DNS method is often 
time-consuming, however, they are more accurate than other methods, such as asymptotic analysis which was found to have less 
accuracy for lift coefficient determination in deep CEMCs [41]. In this work, to reduce the time required for the CL estimation, the 
machine-learning-based method developed by Su et al. [42] was used. They built a comprehensive library for the lift coefficient 
exerting on a particle at different conditions and implemented a machine learning algorithm for ultra-fast prediction of the lift 
coefficient. 

3. Methodology 

The Asym-CEMC studied in this work is shown in Fig. 2. It was straight, having a quadrilateral cross-section and consisting of 
various contraction units followed by expansion units. The aspect ratio (AR), length ratio (LR) and width ratio (WR) were the 
investigated geometrical parameters. The AR in this study was defined as WC/H where WC was the width of the contraction channel 
and H was the microchannel height, perpendicular to the paper in Fig. 2. The WR was defined as the ratio of the expansion unit width 
(WE) to the WC (WR = WE/WC). The LR was the ratio of the contraction unit length (LC) to the expansion unit length (LE) (LR =

LC/LE). The height of all investigated Asym-CEMCs in this study (H) was set to 14 μm. Moreover, a constant LC of 400 μm was 
considered for all cases. The total length of the Asym-CEMC varied by changing the LR in this study, however, it does not affect the 
separation process in the optimized Asym-CEMC. This will be discussed in section 4.6. Total flow rate (TFR) was also considered as an 
operational parameter affecting the separation of particles. Table 1 summarizes the parameters and levels which were studied in this 
work. It should be noted that the effect of the expansion zone aspect ratio was also examined in this work since WR =

ARexp ansion/ARcontraction. 
Two main response parameters, namely the separation resolution and focusing width of the 1 μm particles (FW1), were considered 

for the analysis. The resolution was defined as the distance between the focusing positions (FPs) of the particles with two different sizes 
at the microchannel outlet. The FP of the particles with a specific size was the average position of those particles at the microchannel 
outlet with respect to the inner wall of the microchannel (W1 in Fig. 1). The FW1 was defined as twice the standard deviation of the FP 
of the 1 μm particles at the microchannel outlet. All response values were normalized by dividing them by the WE value and then were 
reported in this work. Average Dean velocity (ADV) was also used as a side parameter representing the strength of the Dean flow 
formed in the CEMCs. 

A face-centered central composite design (FC-CCD) with a total number of 31 tests (16 factorial points, 7 center points and 8 axial 
points) was utilized to investigate the effect of the above-mentioned parameters on the separation efficiency of the Asym-CEMC. A one- 
way analysis of variation (ANOVA) test was carried out at a confidence level of 95% for statistical significance and active effects 
determination. For factor screening, the effects with a p-value less than 0.05 were considered to be significant. The DOE and whole 
analysis of the results were performed using the Minitab software v.19.0. The complete DOE matrix is summarized in Table S1 as the 
supplementary materials. 

The COMSOL Multiphysics v6.0 software was employed to numerically carry out the designed tests. Inlet-1 and inlet-2 (see Fig. 2) 
were allocated to the sample (the particle mixture) and sheath flows, respectively. A total number of 100 particles were released from 
inlet-1 in each simulation. The sample to sheathe flow rate ratio was set to 1:9. Water was added as the main fluid, flowing in the 
microchannel. Normal inflow velocities and zero-static pressure were set as the inlet and outflow boundary conditions, respectively. 

Fig. 2. The dimensions of the Asym-CEMC studied in this work.  
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Regarding what was mentioned in section 1, to represent C. vulgaris microalga and B. subtilis bacteria in this study, the 5.7 [29] and 1 
μm [8] particles, respectively, were defined in the COMSOL Multiphysics software. The entire geometries utilized in this study were 
meshed by the structured mapped mesh, as illustrated in Fig. 3. 

4. Results and discussion 

4.1. Validation and mesh independency 

To validate the numerical model, the obtained data from the model were compared with the experimental data reported by Kim 
et al. [29]. They used an Asym-CEMC for the separation of two types of microalgae with the diameters of 5.7 and 24.8 μm as the 
Reynolds number ranged from 1 to 15. The values of the WC, LC, H, WR and LR in their work were 100 μm, 1200 μm, 80 μm, 4.5 and 
1.7, respectively. Fig. 4A graphically compares the particle trajectories observed experimentally by Kim et al. [29] with those of the 
numerical model for the 5.7 μm particles, showing a good agreement between the model predictions and the experimental results. The 
normalized FPs and FWs of the particles under various Reynolds numbers are also compared in Fig. 4B. For the 24.8 μm particles, the 
overall variation trend obtained from the model agreed with that of the experimental data. However, the prediction error of the FPs 
increased with the Reynolds number, leading to an average relative error of 15%. The errors are calculated by Eq. (8). For the particles 
of 5.7 μm, the FPs obtained from the model showed an average relative error of 12%, as compared to those observed experimentally. 
Besides, the FW of the 5.7 μm particles was predicted with an average error of less than 50%. It could be then concluded that the model 
results were in a good agreement with those experimentally reported. 

% relative error =
|(simulation  derived value) − (experimental value)|

(experimental value)
× 100 (8) 

Mesh independency analysis was also performed by changing the number of the mesh elements and exploring the lateral velocity 
profiles along the microchannel width after an expansion unit where the Dean flow intensified. The results are shown in Fig. 4C. The 
element size in the range investigated in Fig. 4C had an insignificant influence on the obtained results. Thus, the largest element size 
was chosen for further investigations in this work to reduce the computation time. This led to a total element number of 6 × 104 to 1.5 
× 105 for each Asym-CEMC, depending on the dimensions of the studied microchannel. 

4.2. Analysis of variance 

Table 2 presents the ANOVA results for the separation resolution, FW1 and ADV. Regarding the p-values, two investigated factors 
out of four, namely the AR and TFR, had significant effects on the resolution. Moreover, the interaction effects of the AR with the WR 
and TFR were determined to have considerable influences on the resolution. The results suggested no significant dependence of the 
FW1 on the studied parameters and only the interaction effect of the AR and LR was found to be significant. The ADV was significantly 
affected by the LR and TFR, as well as the interaction effects of the AR with the WR, and the interaction effects of the LR with the WR 
and TFR. The R2 and adjusted R2 values for the resolution model were 76.7% and 61.7%, respectively. They were 58.3% and 21.8%, 

Table 1 
The parameters and corresponding levels studied in this work.  

Parameter Levels 

− 1 0 +1 

Aspect Ratio, AR 1 2 3 
Width Ratio, WR 3 4.5 6 
Length Ratio, LR 1 2 3 
Total Flow Rate, TFR (μL/min) 10 20 30  

Fig. 3. The employed mesh geometry.  
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respectively, for the FW1 model and also 83.5% and 69% for the ADV model. The results will be elaborated on through the following 
sections. 

4.3. Effect of aspect ratio 

The ANOVA results revealed that the AR was the most important parameter affecting the resolution. Fig. 5 shows the effect of the 
AR on the resolution at different WRs. A decrease in the AR led to a considerable enhancement of the resolution. To identify the cause 
of the observed trend, the cross-sectional views of the particles’ distribution at the outlet of the Asym-CEMCs with different ARs are 

Fig. 4. Comparing the data obtained from the model with those reported by Kim et al. [26] (A) the particle trajectories of the 5.7 μm particles, (B) 
the normalized focusing position and focusing width values. For the numerical data, the filled cubes and the corresponding black error bars are the 
FP and FW, respectively. The focusing region of the particles observed experimentally by Kim et al. [26] are depicted in pale red and green bars. (C) 
the lateral velocity along the channel height for different mesh elements number. 

Table 2 
The ANOVA results for the resolution, FW1 and ADV.   

Resolution  FW1  ADV 

Source Adjusted Mean Square p-value  Adjusted Mean Square p-value  Adjusted Mean Square p-value 
AR 0.177730 0.000****  0.003117 0.171  0.000055 0.839 
LR 0.015845 0.197  0.000016 0.919  0.013669 0.005** 
WR 0.003903 0.513  0.002918 0.185  0.00264 0.171 
TFR 0.054695 0.024*  0.000766 0.488  0.052183 0.000**** 
AR2 0.070135 0.012*  0.001971 0.313  0.000355 0.607 
LR2 0.029546 0.085  0.005331 0.079  0.000025 0.889 
WR2 0.000096 0.918  0.000326 0.649  0.000026 0.896 
TFR2 0.003741 0.522  0.002273 0.239  0.000149 0.739 
AR*LR 0.005166 0.453  0.012940 0.010*  0.001067 0.376 
AR*WR 0.089872 0.005**  0.000486 0.579  0.013853 0.005** 
AR*TFR 0.069607 0.012*  0.000826 0.471  0.000004 0.955 
LR*WR 0.000144 0.899  0.001272 0.374  0.006286 0.042* 
LR*TFR 0.006062 0.417  0.003688 0.139  0.010770 0.011* 
WR*TFR 0.000015 0.967  0.000031 0.889  0.001162 0.356 
Lack-of fit 0.013864   0.002429   0.002061  
Pure error 0.000190   0.000000   0.000000  

P < 0.05 was considered to indicate a statistically significant difference. 
*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001, ****P < 0.0001. 
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presented in Fig. 6A. The AR significantly affected the focusing of both particle sizes. Basically, altering AR may influence two phe-
nomena in the Asym-CEMC: 1) the shear rate gradient and 2) the Dean flow strength. 

The shear rate suddenly dropped as the fluid exited a contraction region and entered an expansion zone, as illustrated in Fig. 6B. 
This led to a shear rate gradient in the Asym-CEMC, resulting in a change in the shear-induced lift force exerted on the particles. The 
shear-induced lift force is strongly proportional to the particle size (Eq. (2)), therefore, its influence on the larger particles was stronger 
than that on the smaller particles, pushing them toward the outer wall of the microchannel (W2 in Fig. 1). Regarding Fig. 6C, 
decrement of the AR remarkably augmented the shear rate gradient, i.e., the shear-induced lift force in the microchannel. Hence, a 
larger displacement of the 5.7 μm particles toward W2 occurred as the AR was decreased. 

On the other hand, decreasing AR led to the Dean flow enhancement. As the Dean flow influences the smaller particles more 
intensely compared to the larger particles, decreasing the AR pushed the 1 μm particles downward the W1 of the Asym-CEMC. Two 
simultaneous consequences of the AR decrement on the shear-induced lift force as well as the Dean flow strength resulted in the 
improvement of the separation resolution. 

The ANOVA analysis also suggested that the AR can affect the FW1 depending on the LR value (AR*LR p-value<0.05). Fig. 7 
presents the influence of the AR on the FW1 at different LR values, revealing that the FW1 was mainly influenced by the AR while LR 
was set to one. The inertial focusing become significant as the blockage ratio (κ = a/Dh, where a and Dh are the particle size and 
microchannel hydraulic diameter, respectively) exceeds 0.07 [43]. The blockage ratio of the 1 μm particles increased by the AR 
decrement (the Dh decrement) and it exceeded 0.07 as the AR was reduced to one. Therefore, the inertial focusing of the 1 μm particles 
became significant and then, the FW1 was narrowed by the AR decrease. 

4.4. Effect of width ratio 

The increase of the WR generally improved the separation resolution, as shown in Fig. 5. Obviously, increasing the WR resulted in 
an increase in the difference between the widths of the expansion and contraction zones. Then, the fluid passing the Asym-CEMC 
experienced a higher pressure drop and the curvature of the fluid flow streamlines altered. This finally could result in the enhance-
ment of the ADV and thus, the Dean flow strength. The increase of the Dean flow with the WR could augment the movement of the 
smaller particles toward the W1 of the microchannel and therefore, the resolution was enhanced. 

As shown in Fig. 5, the improvement of the resolution with the WR was more profound in a smaller AR. This is due to the fact that 
the effect of the shear gradient lift force on the particle separation became stronger in a smaller AR, as discussed through the previous 
section. Hence, an increase of the WR in the smaller ARs could lead to a larger improvement of the ADV and then the separation 
resolution. 

4.5. Effect of total flow rate 

Fig. 8A presents the influence of the TFR on the separation resolution. The increment in the TFR led to an increase in the resolution. 
Fig. 8B shows the cross-sectional velocity profiles at a distance of 7 μm after an expansion unit (where the Dean flow strength was 
considerable) for the Asym-CEMC with AR = 1 under different flow rates. Arrows show the direction and magnitude of the generated 
Dean velocity in the selected cut-plane, revealing that increasing TFR augmented the ADV and then, the Dean flow strength was 
improved. Besides, the ANOVA results for the ADV presented in Table 2 shows that the TFR was determined the most important 
parameter affecting the Dean flow strength in the Asym-CEMC. Zhao et al. [35] also observed enhancement of the Dean flow strength 
with the TFR. The improvement of the Dean flow strength led to an augmentation in the Dean Drag force on the smaller particles 
pushing them toward the W1 of the microchannel. On the other side, the increase in the TFR, i.e., increase of the average flow velocity, 
enhanced the shear-induced lift force in the expansion zone (see Eq. (2)), resulting in a larger displacement of the 5.7 μm particles 
toward the W2 of the microchannel. Two mentioned simultaneous consequences led to the observed increase of the separation res-
olution with TFR. 

The ANOVA results also suggested that the interaction of the TFR and AR had a considerable influence on the resolution. In other 
words, the effect of the TFR became more significant in a lower AR, as shown in Fig. 8A. This was due to the fact that the shear rate 
gradient was increased 3.34-fold and 2.18-fold as the TFR was increased from 10 to 30 μL/min in the Asym-CEMC with the AR of one 

Fig. 5. The effects of the AR and WR on the separation resolution (middle point hold values are used.).  
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and three, respectively. Therefore, improvement of the shear-induced lift force by the TFR was more intense at a smaller AR, leading to 
a stronger enhancement of the resolution by the TFR in the smaller ARs. 

4.6. Locally optimized design 

To achieve a local optimum for the efficient separation of the bacteria (1 μm) from the microalgae (5.7 μm), a multiple response 
optimization was conducted aiming at maximizing and minimizing the resolution and FW1, respectively. Fig. 9 presents the result of 
the optimization obtained from Minitab software. A Asym-CEMC with AR = 1, LR = 2.07 and WR = 4.7 as the TFR was set to 30 μL/min 
was predicted to results in a separation resolution of 0.51 and the FW1 of 0.10 (with a composite desirability of 0.76). The final overall 
length of the optimized Asym-CEMC is approximately 4.1 mm. Besides, the length of the contraction channel in each unit of the 

Fig. 6. (A) Cross-sectional distribution of the particles at the outlet of the Asym-CEMC with different ARs, (B) the shear rate contour in the Asym- 
CEMC with AR = 1, (C) comparing the shear rate gradient in the Asym-CEMCs with different ARs. The results correspond to WR = 4.5, LR = 2 and 
TFR = 20 μL/min. 

Fig. 7. The FW1 versus the AR and LR (middle point hold values are used.).  
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optimized Asym-CEMC is 400 μm. The minimum length, Lmin, required for achieving an equilibrium position for 5.7 μm particle (the 
target particle in this study) can be estimated by Lmin = πμH2 /(ρUma2CL) [44] where Um is the average fluid velocity and CL is the 
average lift coefficient in the contraction channel. By employing the values corresponding to the optimized Asym-CEMC, the 

Fig. 8. (A) The influence of the TFR on the separation resolution at different ARs and (B) the cross-sectional velocity profiles for different TFRs. The 
arrows show the direction and magnitude of the generated secondary flows. 

Fig. 9. The results of multi-response optimization for the resolution and FW1.  
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mentioned equation estimates the Lmin to be 375 μm which is slightly shorter than that of the optimal device (400 μm). 
By considering the above-mentioned optimized values for the Asym-CEMC and performing the simulation by the COMSOL Mul-

tiphysics software, the resulting values for the resolution and FW1 were 0.59 and 0.15, respectively. Fig. 10A and B shows the particle 
trajectory along the optimized Asym-CEMC and particle distribution at the end of the microchannel, respectively. 

Table 3 compares the results of the present work with those reported for Asym-CEMCs in the literature. The dimensions sum-
marized in the table correspond to the device in each work that led to the best results. The smallest particles in most of the previous 
studies were remarkably larger than 1 μm, however, the obtained normalized separation resolution in this study was considerably 
higher than those reported in some previous works. This shows that an Asym-CEMC with tailored geometrical and operating pa-
rameters has a great potential for achieving a complete separation of bacteria from microalgae and further experimental investigations 
are strongly recommended. 

4.7. Challenges 

Although the proposed optimized Asym-CEMC is capable of decontaminating microalgae from bacteria, there are some challenges 
that may be of interest to future works. As discussed previously in section 1, C. vulgaris and B. subtilis were investigated in this study 
since they are conventional microalga and contaminant, respectively. However, the inertial-based separation of particles is highly 
dependent on the size of each particle group. Therefore, the dimensions of an Asym-CEMC need to be tailored case by case for mixtures 
of microalgae and bacteria with different sizes. Moreover, the size difference has a crucial role in the separation resolution of this 
system. A smaller size difference of particles makes the separation more difficult, however, separation can be enhanced by modifying 
the device geometry [16]. 

Microfluidic particle separating systems often suffer from low flow rates that are far from the industrial scale. To address this 
challenge, the numbering-up approach can be employed. In other words, a bundle of Asym-CEMCs can be parallelized to increase the 
working flow rate of the microalgae decontamination process. In this regard, feed liquids have to be equally distributed at the inlets of 
the parallel Asym-CEMCs. Flow distributors for microfluidic systems are being developed to deal with the scale-up challenge of these 
devices [45–47]. 

Inertial microfluidic devices in lab scale are normally fabricated from polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) which is flexible and 
expensive, and has low mechanical and chemical resistances. Conventional thermoplastics such as poly(methyl methacrylate), pol-
ycarbonate and polystyrene can be used to fabricate microfluidic devices for industrial purposes. In this regard, it is suggested to first 
fabricate a limited number of metallic molds of the microfluidic device with the desired geometry and dimensions by the micro-milling 
method. Then, a large number of final microfluidic devices can be fabricated using the mentioned molds and molten thermoplastics. 

Finally, in industrial applications, microalgae mixtures may include large particles leading to microchannel clogging. To avoid this, 
it is suggested to pre-filter the feed mixture to eliminate particles larger than the target ones. 

5. Conclusion 

Microalgae are used in various fields including biopharmaceuticals, nutraceuticals and bio-energy. However, the related processes 
suffer from the contamination of microalgae solutions by bacteria. Centrifugation, micropipetting and fluorescence activated cell 
sorting are some of the conventional methods for microalgae decontamination. These methods are mostly expensive and time- 
consuming, causing considerable cell damage. Asymmetric contraction-expansion microchannels (Asym-CEMCs) are promising pas-
sive microfluidic devices that can overcome the drawbacks of the conventional methods. However, the performance of an Asym-CEMC 
can be highly varied by changing its various geometrical parameters. Therefore, for a desired application, it is required to examine if 
target particles with certain sizes can be stably focused within an Asym-CEMC. In the present study, an Asym-CEMC was numerically 
investigated, employing the design of experiment (DOE) approach, to separate C. vulgaris microalga from B. subtilis bacteria with the 
average size of 5.7 and equivalent diameter of 1 μm, respectively. The Asym-CEMC had two inlets, allocated to the microalga/bacteria 
solution and sheath flow. The effects of the microchannel aspect ratio, and length and width ratios of the expansion-to-contraction 
zones as the geometrical parameters and the total flow rate as the operating parameter on the separation resolution and focusing 
width of the particles were studied. 

Regarding the results, the aspect ratio had the greatest influence on the separation resolution compared to that of the other studied 
parameters. Reducing the aspect ratio significantly enhanced the resolution due to the improved shear-induced lift force and Dean drag 
force. The former pushed the microalga particles toward the outer wall of the microchannel, while the latter caused a larger movement 
of the bacteria particles toward the inner wall. The focusing width of the bacteria at the microchannel outlet was narrowed by the 
aspect ratio decrease. This effect became remarkable as the contraction-to-expansion length was reduced. The increase in the width 
ratio had a positive effect on the Dean flow enhancement and separation resolution particularly in a smaller aspect ratio which was due 
to the shear gradient lift force when fluid passed through the contraction-expansion channel. An increase in the total flow rate 
augmented the Dean flow velocity and shear-induced lift force, leading to an enhancement in the separation resolution. 

Finally, the Asym-CEMC was locally optimized to simultaneously maximize the separation resolution and minimize the particle 
focusing width, leading to the complete separation of bacteria from the microalgae solution. The design optimization led to an Asym- 
CEMC with an aspect ratio of one and an expansion-to-contraction unit length ratio of 4.7 while the total flow rate was set to 30 μL/ 
min. The obtained results show that Asym-CEMCs have a great potential for successful microalgae decontamination and further 
experimental studies may be conducted to better understand an Asym-CEMC’s performance for this purpose. 
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Fig. 10. (A) The particle trajectory along the optimized Asym-CEMC and (B) the particle distribution at the end of the optimized Asym-CEMC.  

Table 3 
Comparison of the optimized Asym-CEMC with those reported in the literature.  

Particles (Size in μm) AR LR WR TFR Separation Resolution Reference 

Polystyrene beads (4, 10) 1.0, 2.5 0.4 7.0 Re = 12.5 0.33 (AR = 1) 
0.05 (AR = 2.5) 

[42] 

Polystyrene beads (4, 10, 15) 
MCF-7 and blood cells (N/A) 

0.8 1.7 7.0 6.2 mL/h 0.25 (4 and 10 μm) 
0.54 (4 and 15 μm) 
0.36 (MCF-7 and blood cells) 

[24] 

MCF-7 and U937 cells (28.13, 13.29) 0.9 4.6 7.0 8.8 mL/h 0.35 [25] 
Microalgae (5.7, 24.8) 1.3 1.7 4.5 7.4 mL/h 0.48 [26] 
Polystyrene beads (10, 15, 20) 4.8 1.0 2.0 Re < 10 0.10 (10 and 20 μm) [27] 
Bacteria and microalgae (1, 5.7) 1.0 2.1 4.7 30 μL/min 0.59 Present study  
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